FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Daily Newspaper Le Soleil Purchases Tensor Web Press
WOODRIDGE, ILLINOIS, USA — July 4th, 2013 — Tensor International LLC, a U.S. manufacturer of
single-width web offset press equipment, has been selected by Le Soleil Newspaper in Dakar,
Senegal, as choice supplier for a new ten-unit, one-folder single-wide web press.
The Tensor T-1400 press will produce the Le Soleil daily newspaper and various semi-commercial
printed materials and is configured with two towers plus two press units mounted on Tensor
rollstands and a Tensor T-1 jaw folder. One tower is equipped with a UV curing system to give Le
Soleil additional capability to print brilliant color for ad inserts and magazines.
“The addition of this press will make a positive impact on Le Soleil’s business model, especially as
the UV technology will help expansion into semi-commercial production,” said Mike Pavone,
Tensor’s COO and VP of sales. “We’re proud to be part of Le Soleil’s interesting future.”
The press will be installed in Dakar during fourth quarter this year.
To discover more about Tensor’s recent developments and product information, visit
www.ustensor.com.
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About Le Soleil Newspaper
Le Soleil is a prominent daily newspaper located in Dakar, Senegal. The history of the newspaper
begins in 1933 when French press publisher Charles de Breteuil founded the Paris-Dakar as a weekly
newspaper. The Paris-Dakar became the first daily newspaper in sub-Saharan Africa in 1936.
Following the independence of Senegal, the paper changed its name in 1961 to the Dakar-Matin; in
1970, the name was changed to Le Soleil. The online edition of the paper can be found at
www.lesoleil.sn.
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About AH Tensor International LLC
Tensor International was created in early 2012 by combining the synergy and design innovation
knowledge of key former employees of Tensor Group with DCOS, a premier innovator and major
printing industry automation supplier. This combination of strengths makes Tensor International
unique in the single-wide, single-round press market and allows the company to offer press
packages that provide outstanding ROI and reliability throughout the expected life cycle of the
press.
Tensor’s semi-commercial, insert and newspaper press equipment is valued worldwide for
incomparable durability, quality and user-friendliness. Tensor manufactures its single-width press
equipment and related parts exclusively in the United States and retains a worldwide network of
dealers to support its sales, service and marketing efforts.
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